In vivo calcium imaging from genetically specified target cells in mouse cerebellum.
Genetically encoded fluorescent calcium indicator proteins provide the potential to monitor activity from genetically specified target cells without a need for single cell resolution. Here we report the use of transgenic mice expressing the fluorescent calcium indicator protein GCaMP2 in cerebellar granule cells to image parallel fiber activity transcranially in vivo. We demonstrated reliable measurements of calcium transients from beams of parallel fibers in response to electrical stimulation in the molecular layer through the intact skull. These parallel fiber calcium transients differed from intrinsic postsynaptic autofluorescence signals in their faster kinetics and resistance to blockers of synaptic transmission. Finally, we used 2P laser-scanning microscopy to demonstrate reliable measurements of calcium transients from beams of parallel fibers at high spatial resolution in living mice. We expect that genetically targeted fluorescent calcium indicator proteins along with optical imaging techniques will be instrumental for the construction of macroscopic and microscopic maps of the function of specific brain circuits.